Safeguarding Solutions
Event Booking and Management System

A simple online Event Booking and Management System. Built in collaboration with
Safeguarding Boards, the cost-effective system has proven to save time and resources,
increasing Board’s value and efficiency. The custom-built features have been designed
specifically to combat challenges faced by the Safeguarding community.
Benefits
Simple booking tool for user and
administrators alike

Multi-agency training and booking available,
with an option to limit the amount of attendees
per sector

Extensive reports available per event,
per organisation and per grouped courses
including learning outcomes and trainer
evaluations

Intelligent waiting lists and booking reminders
Ability to hold post-event certificates and training
history until feedback form has been completed

Increased efficiency through the simplicity
of administration and reporting, saving
Boards time and resources and reducing
overall costs

Flexible costs that are suitable for all Boards,
adapted to work around each Board’s
requirements
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Key Features
Enhanced usability for Boards and users
The straight forward, simple display and functionalities
allow both Board administrators and system users
to navigate the site with ease. The transition from
your website to the booking site is made even more
effortless by the ability to personalise the system to fit
each Board’s branding, from colour schemes to website
addresses (for example: booking.lscb.org.uk).

Multi-agency bookings
The system allows for multi-agency bookings and
training, with an option to set a limit of attendees per
organisation so as to keep the event fair and
well-balanced. Once the maximum limit of attendees
per organisation has been reached the next person
who attempts to register from that organisation will be
added to the waiting list which works on a first-come
first-serve basis.

Detailed reporting
Thorough reporting on who has been training is
available, with reports able to be broken down by
courses; organisations; attendees; no-shows; valid no
shows and cancellations. A monthly training list of
agency/ delegate attendance can also be produced
as well as a list of learning outcomes and trainer
evaluations. Reports can be accessed by a nominated
user from each organisation.

Integration to websites
All event lists can be integrated onto your website, with
relevant events able to appear on pages with related
content. As with all Phew sites, the Events Booking and
Management system will be fully mobile responsive for
use on any device for both the Board administrator and
system user.

The events tool is meeting all our requirements and the solution has proved to be much
more cost effective than our previous solution, this has made a huge difference to our
team’s time efficiency.
We have also had very positive user feedback regarding the waiting list functionality.
The reporting capabilities are perfect based on the essential reporting demands placed on
Local Safeguarding Boards by Inspectorates and Partners, in particular the ability to report
on learning outcomes.

Helen Craddock, MKSCB Board Manager
Optional additional features
■
■
■
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■

Payments
eLearning
Cancellation management
Certificates
Evaluation
Event management
Not attended notification

Event Booking Process
Event list
on website

■
■
■

Review event details
See alternative dates
Integrated with Board website
■

Book

■
■
■

Confirm place
Pass to eLearning (if relevent)
Add to waiting list
Pay
■

Manage

■
■
■

Event Management
Attendees information
Certificates
Reporting

Start the discussion today
Give us a call on 01234 779 050 to find out how we can help you maximise your Board’s potential.
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